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Biographies
Jeanne Gunner is Associate Professor of English and Director of Core
Composition at Santa Clara University, a member of the WPA Executive
Committee and the editorial board, and, as of January 1999, editor of
College English. Her research interests include WPA issues and basic writing
theory.
Sally Barr Ebest is Director of Composition and Associate Professor of
English at the University of Missouri-St. Louis. She has published essays on
writing program administration and training TAs in Writing Program
Administration and on the subject of collaboration in Writing With:
Research in Collaborative Teaching, Learning, and Research (SUNY), which
she co-edited with David Bleich and Tom Fox. She is also co-author of
Writing From A-Z (Mayfield) with Gerald Alred, Charles Brusaw, and Walter
Oliu. Presently, she is completing work on a manuscript which presents a
longitudinal study of graduate students' teaching and learning; she is also
conducting further research on graduate students' professional preparation
in composition/rhetoric at universities across the country. Her e-mail
address is sebest@umsl.edu.
Ken Bruffee organized the Council of Writing Program Administrators at the
1976 Modern Language Association convention and was the founding
editor of Writing Program Administration. He directs the Honors Academy
and the Scholars Program at Brooklyn College. He has written a literary
study, Elegiac Romance: Cultural Change and Loss of the Hero in Modern
Fiction (Cornell 1983), A Short Course in Writing (Longman 1993), and
Collaborative Learning: Higher Education, Interdependence, and the
Authority of Knowledge Uohns Hopkins 1999). The second edition of
Collaborative Learning sports new chapters on computers, cooperative
learning, literary study, and graduate education.
John Trimbur is the Paris Fletcher Distinguished Professor of Humanities and
Director of the Technical, Scientific, and Professional Communication
program at Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Massachusetts. He
has published extensively in writing theory and cultural studies of literacy.
The collection of essays he coedited, The Politics of Writing Instruction,
received the Outstanding Book Award from the Conference on College
Composition and Communication in 1993. His most recent book, The Call
to Write, has just been published by Longman, and he has articles
forthcoming in College Composition and Communication, JAC, and
Pre/Text. His work in progress focuses on visual design and the materiality
of literacy.
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Conference Announcement
Call for Papers

'Professing ~fietoric
Rhetoric Society of America, 9th Biennial Conference
May 25-28, 2000
Hyatl Regency Washington
Sponsored by The University of Maryland
Local Site Coordinators: Jeanne Fahnestock and Robert Gaines
Program coordinator: Frederick Antczak, The University of Iowa
Keynote Speaker: James Arnt Aune, Texas A&M University
We seek papers and panels in the history, theory, criticism, and pedagogy
of rhetoric, especially those exploring intellectual ground common to composition
and communication. Particular areas of interest include: the recovery of women's,
African American, Latino, and native American rhetorics; rhetoric and the body,
rhetoric and perfornlance, and other revisions of the canons, stases, topoi, and
pisteis; contemporary theory and the rhetorical lexicon; rhetoric as figurality;
comparative and contrastive rhetorics: rhetoric and genre; rhetorics of science and
technology; rhetoric and reconceptions of the public sphere; rhetoric and public
memory; rhetorics of globalization and social change, including issues of race,
ethnicity, and nationalism; rhetoric's institutionalized place in the academy in
relation to the other humanities and to the interpretive social sciences; the place
of rhetoric in the formation of departments and the development of pedagogy in
the 19th and 20th centuries; and papers and panels that could take full advantage
of off-venue sites like the Folger and National Archives II.
The deadline for proposals papers and panels is September B, 1999. Mail
proposals to:
Fred Antczak
College of Liberal Arts, 120 Schaeffer Hall, University of Iowa
Iowa City IA 52242-1409
frederick-antczak@uiowa.edu
http://www.inform.umd.edu/EdRes/Colleges/ARHU/conferences/RSA
Proposals for papers should be no longer than 1 page and should include
presenter's name, presentation title, abstract, and contact information. Proposals
for panels should be no longer than 2 pages and should include panel title,
presenters' names, presentation titles, abstracts, and contact information.
Proposals for panels should also identify the person responsible for organizing the
panel.
The Hyatt Regency Washington is in the heart of the US Capital, within
walking distance of Union Station, which is the hub for Amtrak, light rail and
Metro; it is also near national museums, Library of Congress, the Folger Library and
Congress itself. Single occupancy $129, double $154. Conference Registration
fees: regular members $BO, student members $40.
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Conference Announcement
Call for Papers

a

Vision and ~evision:
~enaissance Within the Writing Center
Southeastern Writing Center Association
February 3-5, 2000
Savannah, Georgia

Making the transition from this century into the next affords us the
opportunity to both rediscover our roots and envision ourselves in the future. At
the heart of this transition is the spirit of the Renaissance, a spirit embodied in
Writing Centers across the country. The theme for the 2000 Conference, IIVision
and Revision: A Renaissance Within the Writing Center," encourages an
exploration of the following topics:
• the expanding influence of the Writing Center within the academy
• the idea that pedagogies of the past can be revived and revised to meet
present challenges
• the notion that Writing Center professionals are Renaissance men and
women
• the Writing Center's relationship to WAC, to ESL, and to innovations in
technology
Abstracts must be received by October 15, 1999. Please send one-page
proposals to:
Christina Van Dyke, Conference Director
The Writi ng Center
Department of Languages, Literature, and Philosophy
Armstrong Atlantic State University
11935 Abercorn Street
Savannah, Georgia 31419-1997
(912) 921-2330, phone
(912) 027-5399, fax
vandykch@ maiI.armstrong.edu
Proposals for panels should include panel title, chair of the panel,
presenters' names, brief summary of topics, and contact information. Submissions
should fall into one of two categories: 20 minute talks or 45 minute presentations.
Please note that presenters must be members of the Southeastern Writing Center
Association.
If you plan to attend the conference, please call the DeSoto Hilton direct at

1 (800) 445-8677. Si ngle and double rates are $109.00 plus 12% tax per night. The
cut-of date for registration at this rate is 31 December 1999. Please make your
reservations early.
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Lunsford:::

--=Connon::.::.

A WRITER'S REFERENCE
Fourth Edition
Diana Hacker, Prince George"s
Community College
REFERENCf

The Ohio State University
(CD-ROM)

ExnNSfVE ANOLl..ARV PACKAGE

University of Ne'.v Hampshire
1999lcLOTH OR PAPERl864 PAGES

The most widely assigned handbook
in the country, A Writer's Reference,
has been enthusiastically endorsed by
millions of students and their instructors. Carefully revised with input from
hundreds of adopters, the easiest-to-use
handbook now has more color, more
visuals, more on research, and the most
thorough and up-to-date online coverage available.

"With the CD-ROM, Diana Hacker has
once again provided us with an innovative
and useful tool for the teaching of English
writing skills."
-

Andrea Lunsford
Robert Connors

1999/c~'BOlJNlY400PK8

AN El..fCTRONlC WRHFR' 5

THE NEW ST. MARTIN'S
HANDBOOK

Marty Ennes-Marvin,

Southern Arkansas University

THE NflV

sr. MARnN'S HANDfKX)t( PLUS! (CD-ROM)

hTENSfVE ANCllLAJrY PACKAGE:

We're calling it The Nel" 5t. Martin's
Handbook for a reason - it's informed
by nev~' research, it has a whole ne\v
look, and it gives new information about
writing online. Students are writing in
many new genres and trying out many
rte\v media, so it's no surprise that they're
asking many ne\v questions. The Ne..v St.
Martin's Handbook provides the answers.

"This handbook discusses writing as a series
of options and consequences rather than
as ... right and wrong alternatiVes, and this,
it seems to me, is the only way to teach
writing."
- Toni-lee Capos~la,
5tonehill College

1-800-446-8923 • www.bedfordstmartins.com
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Now with More Help Where

Students Need it Most
THE BEDFORD GUIDE
FOR COLLEGE WRIIERS

with Reader, Research Manual,
and Handbook
Fifth Edition

x. J.. Kennedy

Dorothy M. Kennedy
Sylvia A.. Holladay, St. Petersburg
Junior College

--....
THE BEDFORD GUIDE FOR COLLEGE

WRITERS with Reader, Research tvianual,
and Handbook: 1999/aon-vl078 PAGES
THE BEDfORD GUIDE FOR COllEGE

e Bedfurd GUidE' IS one nf the r7?OO<
rttten \\ e/!-bd/c1.'lCec!
- n7pn_~/tlon boo"s on the rnadet toda\,
elli~ent/, ~1.

a jO\ to u~f' fnr the teacher dnr.! Jst important - ror the :::.tudents··
Harrl'- G. \ ,o~lc\
Rock \ al/e\ Col/eRe

-

\AlRITERS with Reader, Research Manual,
and Handbook: 1999/PAPERll078 PAGES
THE BEDFORD GUIDE FOR COLLEGE
WRITERS with Reader and Research
Manual: 1999/PAPERl848 PAGES
THE BEDFORD GUIDE FOR COLLEGE
\A'RITERS with Reader: 1999/PAPERl672 PAGES

Once again containing everything students and instructors need for the first-ye;u
writing course, The Bedford Guide offers unparalleled advantages. For the fifth edition,
each of the four coordinated books - a process-oriented rhetoric with professional
and student models, a thematic reader, a research manual, and a handbook - has
been carefully revised to help students think and read critically, to improve their te<:hnoIogicai literacy, and to offer more guidance for underprepared students. Each is
fully developed on its own and well coordinated with the others. The result is a comprehensive learning package that allows students to buy one text that does it all.

An Ancillary Pdckage That Simplifies Instrudors' Lives
The extensive and varied ancillaries, including a nevv Instructor's Annotated Edition,
give instructors help where i~s needed most by offering the time savers and the
professional resources they need to meet the challenges of today's classroom. Any
ancillary - including the software - is available to
adopters of any version of the book.

1-800-446-892] • "ww.bedfor&tmartins.com
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New for 1999 -Available Now!
-

_-=

I

THE COMPACT

READER

THE COMPACT READER
Short Essays by Method and Theme
Sixth Edition
Jane E. Aaron
1999/PAPERl400 PAGES
INSTRUCTOR'S EDITION

.JANE E. AARDN

A new edition of a long-time favorite, The Compact Reader is
actually three readers in one - short-essay, rhetorical, and thematic - now with 34 brief essays, 20 sample paragraphs, and
more concrete guidance on reading and writing than any other
short-essay reader.

AMERICA NOW
Short Readings from Recent Periodicals
Third Edition

Robert Atwan
1999/PAPERl300 PAGES
INSTRUCTOR'S EDITION

With 53 veT)' brief essays from 44 veT)' recent print and online
periodicals on 15 topics of veT)' current interest, America Now
reflects what students are reading and thinking about right now.

SUBJECTS/STRATEGIES
A Writer's Reader
Eighth Edition

Paul Eschholz and Alfred Rosa
both of University of Vermont
1999/PAPER!700 PAGES
INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

This dramatically revised rhetorical reader now offers more of
everything - more readings, more apparatus, more on combining strategies, more on research, and more on technology.

1-800-446-8923 • www.bedfordstmartins.com
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New for 1999 - Available Now!
READING CRITICALLY, WRITING WELL

A Reader and Guide
Fifth Edition

Rise B. Axelrod, California State Un;versi~ San Bernardino
Charles R. Cooper, University of California, San Diego
1999/PAPERlS76 PAGES
INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAl

The only composition reader with Axelrod and Cooper's trademark guides to reading and writing, this best-seller helps students improve their critical reading skills and then use those
skills to generate more effective writing.

•

WAYS OF READING

Ways (~f Reading

An Anthology for Writers
Fifth Edition

David Bartholomae and Anthony Petrosky
both of University of Pittsburgh
1999/PAPERl864 PAGES
INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

A much admired, widely adopted, and one-of-a-kind
reader, Ways of Reading combines lengthy and challenging
readings with innovative and demanding apparatus to engage
students in conversations with some of the most powerful
voices of our culture.

-~LIFORNIA

=.

-REAMS AND

_

R~1JJ1E_~
Sl~

•••

I."

•••

---~

CAIJFORNIA DREAMS AND REALITIES

Readings for Critical Thinkers and Writers
Second Edition

Sonia Maasik, University of California, Los Angeles
Jack Solomon, California State Universj~ Northridge
1999/PAPER!3 84 PAGES
INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

The only reader designed expressly for California composition
courses prompts students to think and write critically about
issues specific to their state.

1-800-446-8923. W\\w.bedfordstmartins.com
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New In Paperback from
Random House Inc.
The

FE If I X 1ST
~l ~M()l R

A Prayer for

the City
by Buzz Bissinger
Bissinger's account of
Philadelphia Mayor
Edward R~nddl's S[ruggl~
to cl~an up th~ city h~
loves is as heart-wr~nch
ing as it funny and ~nt~r
taining. Ii PrilYU.for W
City dramatically illustrates high-preS$urt: politics and lh~ lhreat of economic decline facing $0
many citi~s. No aulhor has
~ver written with such
humanity and insight
about political power and
th~ way cities really work.

Half and Half
Writers on Growing
Up Biracial and
Bicultural

edited and with
an Introdudlon
by Claudine C.
O·Hearn
Th~se dghteen

-Busineu Week

fiYYSt Joined by a shar~d
sense of dwlity. address
me difficuJties of not fitting into and lh~ benefits
of being apart of two
worlds. Through ~ l~ns
of personal experience,
th~y offer a broader spectrum of meaning for race
and culture. In the
process, they map a n~w
~thnic terrain that transcends racial and cultural
division. Contributors
include: Roxane
Farmanfarmaian, Bharati
Mukherjee, Lisa See, Gish
len, Julia Alvarez,
Philippe Wamba, Indira
Ganesan, and others.

$15.00 448 pages
Vintage Books

$ 13.00 288 pages
Pantheon Books

fI[A] sad, gripping, and
important book. For anyone who cares about the
downward spiral of too
nuny Am~rican cities, this
work by Pulitzer Prizewinning journalist Buzz
1t
Bisslng~r is a must.

The Feminist
Memoir
Proled
Voices from
Women1s liberation

Edited by Ann
Snltowand
Rachell'au
DuPlessis
TIle voices of the Second
Wave of Feminism, both
famow and less familiar,
weave a fascinating history of what it felt like to
live through and contribute to the ma<i~iv~
social movement that
transform~d th~ nation.
Th~ 32 writers give
voice to the spirit, drive,
and claims of the
Women's uberation
Movement
Contributors include: Amy

Kac;elmiin. Naomi
Weisstein, IlrIm Dtnimc.t,
Ilaxanr.e Dunblr.lCart
Millett, Eve En.~tr. Vivian
Gornick, AliI Kates

Shulman, and orhers..

Black on
White
Block Writers on What
It Means to Be White

Edited by
David Roediger
From folktales and
slawe narratives to
contemporary es.~ays and
fiction, BlDck 011 W~Jk
brings togelher lh~ work
of more lhan fifty black
writers to take a dose
look at the many meanin~ of whiteness in
America, adding a crucial
perspective to our current
rac~ dialogue.
Contributors include
lames Baldwin, Derrick
Belli Ralph Ellison,
W.E. B. Du Bois, Nell
Irv in Painter, ben hooks,
AJi~ Walker, Amiri
Barakat and Richard
Wright.
"R~diger is not only
add ressing a compelling
need, he is enriching the
field of Race Srud ies."

-Toni Morrison

$20.00 554

pages

Three Rivers Press
VIsIt . . wehsft. . . www.r8ndomtlOUM.com/Kmart
For u8Mft'tatf.oel copIH, pfease wme to: Random House Academic Mmeting,
201 E. 50th Street, Ne"N Yof'k. NY 10022 or email a:martOrandomhoose.com
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""lb'",.;_" 18.?~lh~ritative new tran'.lation of
. - e£astle
~a"s masterpiece, Breon Mltchell-

• .
Mark Harman's definitive trans atton c1Aly
follows the fluidity and breathlessness of.the
sparsely punctuated original manusc~lpt,
revealing levels of comedy, energy, and visual
power that have not been previously accessible
to English-language readers.
.
"Semantically accurate .... faithful
to
Kafka's nuances, responsive to the
tempo of his sentences and to the larger
music of his paragraph construction....
For the student, it will be the translation
of preference for some rime to come."
- The N~w York Review ofBooks
"The new $chocken edition of The
Castle ... is a wonderful piece of news
for all Kafka readers who, for more
than half a century, have had to rely on
flawed, superannuated editions. Mark
Harman is to be commended."
-Mark M. Anderson, Columbia
University

$14.00 352pp. Paper

professor of Germanic Studies and
Comparative Literature at Indiana
University and winner of the American
Translators Association's German Literary
Prize- masterfully reproduces the distinctive poetics of Kafka's prose, revealing
a novel that is as full of energy and power
as it was when it was first written.
"Kafka scholars and teachers have
never been happy with the 'standard'
English version of The Trial....
Mitchell finally sets a new standard:
careful precision... is alchemically
fused with a prose of great verve and
intense readability."
-James Rolleston,
Professor of Germanic Languages
and Literatures, Duke University

$24.00 304pp. Cloth
At bookstore. now or call 1-800-793-2665 (credit cards only)
For examt-natlon copies. please ~ite to: Random House
Academic Marketing. 201 E. 50th Street. New ~ork. NY 10022
or email acmart@randomhouse.com

VkIt our website 8t www.l..II.tdomhouse.com/8Cmart
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Two important new paperbacks
for writing program administrators
by Edward M.White
TEACHING AND ASSESSING YlRITING
Second Edition. Revised and Expanded

Available for the first time in paperbac~ the Second
Edition of Teaching and AssessingWriting is a thoroughty revised and expanded version of the influential original. which was described as Urequired
reading for the profession" when it was first published. Here,White provides the latest theoretical
and applied methodology. drawing especialty on new
findings about assessment. This is a thorough study
of how and why intelligent, humane approaches to
assessment can enhance student writing skills.
0-9663233-6-X

1998

3S4pp

Paperback

$26.50

DEVELOPING SUCCESSFUL COLLEGE
YlRITING PROGRAMS
In this c1assic,White shows how and why to develop a comprehensive
program that will improve student writing. Developing Successful College Writing
Programs remains an essential book for anyone involved in the teaching and/or
administration of post-secondary writing instruction.
0-9663233-5-1

1998

256pp

Paperback

$24.50

Special offer for WPA Journal readers: Mention this ad and receive a
20% discount plus free postage on either or both of these titles.
(Maine & Virg;nia residents please add sales tax.)
Calendar Islands Publishers
4n Congress Street. Portland. ME 04101
Ph: (207) 828-025 I. fax: (207) 828-0256
www.Calendarlslands.com
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New Titles
for 1999!
Crowley & Hawhee
ANCIENT RHETORICS FOR
CONTEMPORARY STUDENTS

Mdormid
READING OUR HISTORIES,
UNDERSTANDING OUR
CULTURES:

This text revives classical rhetorical
strategies and adapts them to the
needs of contemporary writers. A
chapter on Kairos, a revised section
on enthymemes, and new examples
are included in this thoroughly
revised second edition.

A Sequenced Approach to
Thinking, Reading, and Writing
Based on the idea that the life of
every person is connected to the life
of his or her culture, this class-tested
anthology translates the best of
current work in cultural studies and
process approaches to Writing into
sequenced assignments.

Doman & Dees
FOUR IN ONE:
Thinking, Reading, Writing,
Researching
This rhetorically arranged
rhetoricJreader!handbook/research
guide is the first writing text to fully
explain the how's and why's of critical
thinking_

i~itU

I
1I~.-\

Jomfe
INQUIRY AND GENRE:

IOUlflr

Ramage & Bean
WRmNG ARGUMENTS:
A Rhetoric with Readings,
Concise Edition
The most affordable and concise
argument text on the market. this
streamlined version ofWnting
Arguments, Brief features a rhetorical
focus on argument as a social act.

Writing to Learn in College
Featuring thorough instruction for
writing in different genres, this
rhetoric illustrates the relationship
between inquiry and writing and
encourages students to see writing as
a method of learning.

Huh & Hockin
THE NEW CENTURY HANDBOOK
Written for both traditional
classrooms as well as those that make
use of technology, this unique
handbook is the first to integrate the
use of technology and computers
with comprehensive instruction on
writing, grammar and mechanics. and
research.

Rosa & Eschholz
THE WRITER'S BRIEF
HANDBOOK- 3/E
This tabbed, com~bound handbook
indudes the latest MLA APA. eMS,
and ACW styles of documentation. It
includes a new tabbed chapter on
Argumentation and Writing about
literature.
Wiener &Eisenberg
THE AMERICAN VALUES READER
This reader engages students in
critical thinking, reading, and writing
about values and their role in
shaping our identity as a people.
Organized around the three
unalienable rights of life, Ubeny, and
the Pursuit of Happiness, the text
pre-sents ethical and moral
conversations by some 100 writers
and thinkers.

http:www.abacon.com/english
Allyn & Bacon • 160 Gould 5treet· Needham Heights, MA 02494 • 800-852-8024

~
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